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This paper reports on the development and evaluation of a novel hybrid method for
obtaining heat flux measurements. By combining spatial and temporal temperature
measurements, it is shown that both the time response and accuracy of a heat flux sensor can
be improved. This hybrid method was shown to increase the time response of a heat flux
sensor mounted on a high conductivity material by a factor of 28 compared to a standard
spatial sensor. Furthermore, this analysis allows the heat flux sensor to be much less
sensitive to the material to which it is mounted. It was shown that changing the thermal
conductivity of the backing material four orders of magnitude caused only an 11% change in
sensor error. This method is validated both numerically and experimentally and
demonstrates significant improvement compared to operating the sensor as a spatial or
temporal sensor alone.

1.

Introduction

Modeling of thermal systems requires a
combination of temperatures and energy fluxes for
prediction of their performance. Temperatures are
commonly measured by a variety of standard methods,
but the measurement of heat flux is a particular
challenge because it is an energy flux normal to a plane
of material rather than a property of a material.
Therefore, sensors to measure heat flux usually must be
mounted onto a material that provides a good heat sink
so that the energy flow is not impeded. This makes it
very difficult to use heat flux gages to measure heat
flux on materials that are not good thermal conductors.
The purpose of this paper is to present a new method
which allows heat flux gages to make accurate
measurements on any type of backing material.
Applications include furnaces to thermal protection
systems for spacecraft.

2. Background
Two of the most common modes of heat flux
measurement are that of a differential heat flux sensor
and that of a slug calorimeter [1]. A differential heat
flux sensor measures the temperature difference over a
spatial distance with a known thermal resistance, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. This gives the heat flux through the
sensor from the steady-state version of Fourier’s Law
with k as the thermal conductivity of the resistance
layer and δ as the thickness of the resistance layer. T1 is
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the temperature of the exposed face while T2 is the
temperature at the back of the sensor.
"
qDifferential
=k

T1 − T2

δ

(1)

Under steady-state conditions the heat flux entering the
sensor in Fig. 1, q1", is equal to that leaving, q2". Hager
[2] calculated the 98% response time to a step change
of heat flux at the surface in terms of the sensor’s
thickness and thermal diffusivity. This is often
considered as steady-state.

tss =1.5

δ2
α

(2)

Hager’s [2] analysis was performed on the ideal case of
a sensor mounted on a perfect heat sink where the
backside temperature, T2, remains constant.
In a slug calorimeter the amount of thermal energy
absorbed by the sensor is measured as a function of
time. The rate of change of the sensor’s temperature is
measured and its thermal capacitance is known.
Conservation of energy for a control volume
surrounding the sensor “slug” yields

q "Slug = ρ Cδ

dTave
= q1 "− q2 "
dt

(3)

where ρCδ is the thermal mass of the slug per sensor
area.
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Fig. 1 Senso
or-backing sysstem
The heat looss (q2") is norrmally minimizzed by insulatiing
all but thee front surface. If the averrage temperatuure
within the slug were kn
nown, Eq. (3) would perfecctly
measure thhe net heat flux
x into the slug. However, sinnce
it is not possible to meaasure the averrage temperatuure,
the slug is typically maade from a high
h
conductivvity
material and
a
the temp
perature at thhe back surfaace
approximaates the slug’s averagge temperatuure.
Therefore, for a short tim
me after a heat flux is appliedd to
the slug, thhermal energy
y is being absoorbed by the sllug
(the slug’ss average tem
mperature is inncreasing) befoore
any heat has
h reached th
he back surface. This causess a
delay before the slug acccurately measures the actual net
n
heat flux. The 99% resp
ponse time to a step change of
heat flux at the surface iss given as

tss = 0.54

δ2
α

(4))

by Hightoower [3]. Th
his analysis was perform
med
assuming a perfectly insu
ulated backsidee surface (q2"=0).
While these two modes
m
of opperation can be
adequatelyy used for speccific measurem
ment applicationns,
they both have serious limitations.
l
Foor example, forr a
differentiall gage to have a fast time response, it must be
very thin.. This is diifficult to acchieve in harrsh
environmeents where sen
nsors typicallyy must be maade
with a subbstantial thickn
ness to survivve. Also, sincee a
differentiall sensor only measures
m
heat flowing throuugh
it, it mustt be provided with a good heat sink. Thhis
necessitatees its mounting
g on or in a high
h
conductivvity
material, not an insu
ulator. The main problem
ms
encountereed when using a slug caloorimeter incluude
adequatelyy insulating th
he slug to minnimize losses as
well as deesigning the slug to be ass unobtrusive as
possible. Also,
A
since the output of a sluug is proportionnal
to the ratee at which its temperature is changing, itt is
unable to measure
m
a heatt flux at steady-state. It is worth
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noting that the desiggn criteria for these two typpes of
sensorss are opposiite. A differrential gage more
accurattely measures q1" when q2" is maximizedd with
minimaal heat storagee in the gage. Conversely, a slug
calorim
meter needs to minimize q2" and maximizze the
stored thermal
t
energyy.
A number of papers have reported usiing a
combinnation of the spatial and teemporal changges of
temperature to innfer or im
mprove heat flux
measurrements. Kidd and Adams [4]] used finite-ellement
analysiis to determinne a responsee function forr their
Schmiddt-Boelter heaat flux gages. This was ussed to
compennsate for the ennergy deficit caaused by the thhermal
capacittance of this differential
d
styyle gage. Theyy were
able to substantially increase the time
t
response of the
heat fluux measuremennts for their trransient tests inn high
speed wind
w
tunnels. A complete analysis of a siimpler
thin poolyimide diffeerential gage was performeed by
Guenettte and Epsteinn [5]. This enabled measureements
from stteady-state to 100 kHz on metal
m
turbine blades,
b
but reequired solution of the equations
e
for onedimenssional transiennt conduction. A “plug-typee heat
flux gaauge” was deveeloped by Liebert [6] to accouunt for
the com
mbination of conduction
c
andd storage in thhe post
normal to the surrface. Four temperatures were
measurred along the post as a fuunction of tim
me and
comparred with trannsient temperrature solutioons to
determiine the surfacce heat flux. Experimental
E
r
results
were obtained for metal turbiine blade models.
m
Unfortuunately, the method
m
did not work well whhen the
sensor was mountedd in a low thhermal conductivity
materiaal [7].
Clearly, there aree advantages too including booth the
differenntial and slug type responsess for measurinng heat
flux. Itt would be benneficial to dessign a simple sensor
and anaalysis scheme which could utilize
u
the advanntages
of thesse two sensor types togetheer while minim
mizing
their neegative charactteristics. It is with
w this goal inn mind
that thee following annalysis was donne for such a hybrid
h
heat fluux (HHF) desiign with a sim
mple one-dimennsional
sensor.

3. HHF Methoodology
m. Fig. 1 show
ws the schematiic of a
3.1 Diffferential Term
one-dim
mensional heaat flux sensorr. The quantitty q1"
represeents the heat flux
fl into the seensor face, whhich is
the deesired measureement. Fig. 2 depicts a typical
t
temperature profile thhat would resuult from a heaat flux,
appliedd at the left suurface, which diffuses
d
througgh the
sensor and into the backing materrial. These prrofiles
will bee non-linear until the enttire system reeaches
steady--state at whichh point both curves will beecome
linear. From
F
Fourier’ss law,

q " = −k

dT
dx

(5)

2

ny point can bee calculated froom
the heat coonduction at an
the slope of this tempeerature profilee as long as the
t
thermal conductivity is known.
k

T
profile
p
with seensor-backingg
Fig. 2 Temperature
system
s
A diff
fferential heatt flux sensorr measures the
t
temperaturre at the front and
a back surfaaces of the senssor
and indicaates the heat fllux based on thhe thickness and
a
the thermaal conductivity
y. Fig. 2 show
ws, however, thhat
when the sensor is not at steady-statee, the slope (aand
therefore the
t heat flux) that the diffeerential sensor is
measuring (Eq. (1)) is diifferent from that
t
at the senssor
face. Wheenever the sen
nsor is in a quuasi-steady staate,
however, the
t slope meassured by the differential senssor
is almost exactly
e
the av
verage of the slopes
s
at the tw
wo
surfaces. For
F example, it can be shoown that this is
exactly truue for any quad
dratic temperatture profile, T((x)
=ax2+bx+cc,

1 ⎛⎜ dT
2 ⎜ dx

⎝

x = x1

dT
+
dx

x = x1 +δ

⎞
⎟=
⎟
⎠

Average off two slopes

T ( x1 + δ ) − T ( x1 )


δ

=

(6
6)

Sloope measured by
b differential sensor
s

2aax1 + aδ + b
The tim
me required for
fo the slope measured
m
by the
t
differentiall sensor to equ
ual the averagee of the slopess at
the two surfaces to within 2% was
w
determinned
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numeriically using the transientt conduction code
describbed in sectioon IV. Converted to the nondimenssional Fourier number
n
(Fo = αt/δ2), this tim
me was
0.51 foor a perfectly insulated backking and 1.15 for a
perfectlly conductingg backing. Forr a typical ceeramic
gage [8]
[ with a thhickness of 500μm
5
and thhermal
diffusivvity of 1.0E-6 m2/s, this corrresponds to a tiime of
30.3 milliseconds
m
on a perfect condductor. A metaal gage
[9] withh a thickness of
o 3.2mm and thhermal diffusivvity of
5.5E-6 m2/s gives a time
t
of 2.12 seconds
s
on a perfect
p
conducctor. The requuired times onn insulators will
w be
quickerr since the Fouurier number was
w smaller (0..51 vs.
1.15) foor that scenarioo.
Undder these quasii-steady condittions, Eq. (6) can
c be
used to
t relate the heat fluxes q1" and q2". The
temperature slopes att the sensor froont and back suurfaces
represeent the heat flux
f
into and out of the sensor,
s
respecttively, and thee differential sensor heat flux
f
is
proporttional to the tottal temperaturee difference, T1 – T2.
Substituuting the correesponding heaat fluxes into Eq.
E (6)
gives

q1 "+ q2 " "
T −T
= qDifferential = k 1 2
2
δ

(7)

3.2 Slu
ug Term. A sllug calorimeterr measures heaat flux
by meaasuring the ratee at which heaat is absorbed by
b the
slug. The absorbed fluux represents the
t net heat fluux into
the conntrol volume, q1"- q2", as shown in Fig. 2. Eq.
E (3)
stated that
t
this net heat
h
flux can be
b measured using
u
a
slug calorimeter whhich measuress the time raate of
changee of the slug’s averagee temperaturee. As
mentionned, the standard method for measuring this
averagee temperature is to measuree the temperatture at
the baack of the sensor and assume thatt this
approximates the actuual average temperature. Thhis is a
valid assumption
a
oncce enough timee has passed for
f the
heat thaat enters the seensor face to reeach the sensorr back.
Howevver, for the sennsor shown in Fig. 1, both surface
s
temperatures are knoown. By utilizzing the tempeerature
measurrement at the sensor surfacce, a more acccurate
measurre of the abssorbed heat flux
f
can be made.
Subseqquently, the seensor can be operated as a slug
calorim
meter in threee different modes;
m
the seensor’s
temperature can be
b approximated by the front
temperature, the backk temperature, or an average of the
two. Thhe response of a slug calorim
meter to a step change
c
in heat flux while moounted on a peerfect insulatorr using
these thhree methods is shown in Figg. 3.
As shown in Fiig. 3, utilizing only the surface
s
temperature offers no
n advantagess compared too only
using thhe back temperrature as it takes just as long for an
accuratte measuremennt to be made. On the other hand,
utilizinng the averaage of both temperaturess has
advantaages and draw
wbacks. By uttilizing both thhe top
and boottom temperattures, the timee response inccreases
by morre than a factoor of three com
mpared to usingg only
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T2 but this temporal increase is accompanied by a large
overshoot.

The validity of Eq. (11) can be supported by
examining two limiting cases. First, consider the limit
of a perfectly insulating backing material. For this case,
the one-dimensional heat equation within the sensor
simplifies to

d 2T
= Const.
dx 2

Fig. 3 Comparison of slug calorimeter response
using different temperature measurements
The overshoot associated with using T1 in the slug
measurement is a result of the t dependence of the
surface temperature which has an infinite derivative at
t=0. While the overshoot associated with using the
average of the two surface temperatures is initially
large, its error is smaller than the standard method for
all Fourier numbers greater than 0.02. Therefore, in
many situations it is advantageous to utilize this
average temperature in order to increase the temporal
response of the sensor. From this point on, q"Slug will
denote a slug calorimeter that utilizes the average of T1
and T2 unless specified otherwise.
d ⎛ T +T ⎞
q "Slug = ρ Cδ ⎜ 1 2 ⎟ = q1 "− q2 " (8)
dt ⎝ 2 ⎠
3.3 Hybrid Heat Flux. To combine the spatial and
temporal responses of a heat flux sensor, only Eqs. (7)
and (8) are needed, as repeated here.

q1 "+ q2 " = 2q "Differential

(9)

q1 "− q2 " = q "Slug

(10)

Combining Eqs. (9) and (10), and solving for the
desired q1" yields

1
q1 " = q "Differential + q "Slug
2

(11)

Equation (11) shows how the outputs of a differential
sensor and a slug calorimeter can be combined. This
hybrid of the spatial and temporal responses can be
used to more accurately measure the heat flux at the
sensor surface, q1". While this represents a simple
model, it was derived from basic thermal energy
conservation.
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(12)

once quasi-steady state is reached. The solution to this
equation yields a temperature profile within the sensor
that will be perfectly quadratic with a slope of zero at
x=δ since q2"=0. This means, using Eq. (6), that the
differential sensor will measure exactly half the heat
flux entering the sensor. That is, q"Differential =½
(q1"+q2")=½(q1"+0)= ½ q1". Also, since q2" is exactly
zero for this case, the slug calorimeter will measure the
heat flux perfectly, i.e. q"Slug =q1". Therefore, the hybrid
method described in Eq. (11) will exactly measure the
correct heat flux for this case.
Another limiting case occurs when the entire system
is at steady-state on a perfect heat sink (d2T/dx2=0). For
this case, the temperature profile within the sensor is
linear. Consequently, the differential sensor will
measure the exact heat flux; q"Differential= q1". Also, since
the system is at steady-state, the time derivative of the
temperature everywhere in the sensor is zero and the
slug calorimeter will measure zero heat flux. Once
again, the HHF method (Eq. (11)) perfectly handles this
limiting case.
The HHF method requires that a sensor be designed
such that T1, T2, and ΔT are measured. However,
accurately measuring any two of these allows the third
to be calculated since ΔT=T1- T2. For the two sensors
already mentioned [8, 9] this will not require any
change in design as these sensors already measure the
required
temperatures.
Also,
none
of
the
aforementioned analysis placed any requirements on
which temperatures were used in evaluating the slug
calorimeter term. That is, Eq. (8) is valid regardless of
which temperatures are used. As will be seen, changing
which temperatures are used to evaluate this term will
significantly affect the performance of the HHF
method.

4. HHF Numerical Validation
In order to validate the HHF concept, 1-D transient
conduction through the sensor-backing system (Fig. 1)
was modeled using finite-difference computations. This
was done using an in-house developed code which
utilizes an implicit discretization of the 1-D heat
equation in MATLAB. The derivation of this
discretization can be found in [10]. The boundary
conditions at the senor face allowed any thermal
condition to be applied including time varying fluxes
and convective or radiative conditions. Temporal and
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spatial steps were kept sufficiently small to eliminate
any grid and time step dependence. This was verified
for the parameters shown in Table 1 by increasing both
the temporal and spatial resolution by a factor of ten
and comparing the results to those obtained using the
lower resolution. In both cases, the discrepancy was
less than 0.1%. Changing material properties as well as
the thickness of the sensor allowed for any sensor
design to be tested. Also, the material properties and
thickness of the backing material could be varied to
investigate how this affected sensor performance. For
all numerical simulations shown, the high temperature
heat flux sensor (HTHFS) [9] was modeled mounted on
a backing material three times thicker than the sensor. It
was verified that the baking material thickness did not
significantly affect the analysis. This was done by
varying the thickness from one to ten times the
thickness of the sensor which caused less than a 3%
change in sensor performance. For all tests, the
boundary condition at the back surface of the backing
material was held at a constant temperature. Table 1
summarizes the parameters used in the numerical
simulations.
Table 1 Parameters used in numerical simulation
Parameter
Sensor thermal conductivity
Sensor density
Sensor specific heat
Sensor thickness
Backing thickness
Backing thermal conductivity
Spatial step
Time step

Value
Units
22
W/m K
7278
kg/m3
548
J/kg K
3.175
mm
9.525
mm
0.22 to 2200 W/m K
0.03175
mm
0.5
ms

At each time step in the code, the temperatures at
the face and back of the sensor (T1 and T2) were
recorded. This allowed the sensor’s performance in all
three modes of operation to be evaluated using only
these two temperature histories along with the sensor’s
properties. The sensor’s response to a step heat flux of
q0" is plotted against Fourier number (dimensionless
time) in Fig. 4.
The properties of the backing material were
identical to the properties of the sensor. As a slug
calorimeter, the sensor’s accuracy falls off with time
while the differential sensor’s accuracy increases with
time. This is due to the fact that as the temperature of
the sensor increases, more and more heat is conducted
through the sensor into the backing material (q2" is
increasing). Figure 4c shows the speed and accuracy of
the HHF method. Not only does the HHF capture the
transient better than the slug calorimeter, it settles to the
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steady state value much more quickly than the
differential sensor.

Fig. 4 Simulated response of sensor in three modes
of operation
While Fig. 4 showed the response of the three
methods to a step input while mounted on a material
with the same properties as the sensor, this analysis can
be extended. Fig. 5 shows the error of the three methods
as a function of time and backing material thermal
conductivity. In these tests, the backing material’s
thermal conductivity was stepped from 100 times lower
than that of the sensor to 100 times greater. Then, for
each backing material, the analysis was run and the
error to a step change in q1" was calculated as a
function of time. These errors define specific regions as
shown and demonstrate the potential of the HHF. Not
only is the HHF more accurate and faster than both the
differential sensor and the slug calorimeter, it’s
performance is also much less dependent on the
properties of the backing material as indicated by the
much narrower region. In fact, although the backing
material thermal conductivity is varied by four orders of
magnitude, at no point does this cause more than an
11% change
This analysis also allows the response time to be
calculated as a function of backing material properties.
The HHF method obtains accuracy to within 2% at a
Fourier number of 0.33 when mounted on an insulator
and 1.40 when mounted on a conductor. Even on a
perfect conductor, which is the best case scenario for a
differential sensor, the HHF is faster (Fo=1.4 vs. 1.5).
Finally, it is worth noting that for all Fourier numbers
greater than 0.02, the error of the HHF is never more
than ±20% regardless of backing material. For
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comparison, a differential sensor requires a Fourier
number greater than 0.57 to measure the heat flux to
within ±20% on a perfect conductor, 28 times slower
than the HHF.
in the error of the HHF.

For all real materials, however, the HHF2 method is
superior to either the differential sensor or the slug
calorimeter. At the other extreme, the hybrid method
was applied with the slug term only containing T1
(HHF1). This response is shown in Fig. 7 and
demonstrates the versatility of the hybrid method. By
simply changing the weighting of T1 and T2 in the slug
term the response can be changed drastically. Fig. 5
through Fig. 7 show that as the ratio T1/T2 in the slug
term of the hybrid method increases, the overshoot
increases and the response time decreases. In this case,
accuracy within 2% is obtained at a Fourier number of
0.75 which represents a significant improvement
compared to the value of 1.40 for the standard hybrid
method shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Error as a function of time and backing
material thermal conductivity
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate the response of the
HHF method to a step change in heat flux while
mounted on a wide range of backing material thermal
conductivities. The primary limitation with the HHF
method is the large over prediction in heat flux at
Fourier numbers less than 0.02. As discussed
previously, this is due to using the surface temperature
in the slug calorimeter term (Eq. (8)). In certain
situations, it would be desirable to eliminate this
overshoot. This can be accomplished by using only the
back temperature (T2) in the slug calorimeter term
which eliminates the overshoot at the cost of a slower
time response as shown in Fig. 3. The effect that this
change has on a sensor using the hybrid method is
shown in Fig. 6. Hereafter, if the slug term of the hybrid
method only includes the back temperature (T2), it will
be referred to as the HHF2 method. Fig. 6 shows that
there is no overshoot and the HHF2 method still
accurately measures the steady-state heat flux
regardless of backing material. The only drawback to
this method is its slower response time compared to the
standard HHF method. While the time required to reach
an accuracy of 2% is essentially unchanged, the time
required for accuracy within 20% is drastically
different. As previously mentioned, for any Fourier
number greater than 0.02 the HHF was within 20%.
With the HHF2 method a Fourier number greater than
0.57 is required, the same as for a differential sensor on
a perfect conductor. This implies that if the sensor is
perfectly heat sunk, the HHF2 method offers no
advantages compared to a standard differential sensor.
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Fig. 6 Error of HHF2 using only T2 in slug
calorimeter term of HHF compared to standard
methods

Fig. 7 Error of HHF1 using only T1 in slug
calorimeter term of HHF compared to standard
methods
On the other hand, accuracy within 20% doesn’t
occur until a Fourier number of 0.125 is reached instead
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of 0.02 which is significantly slower. With this in mind,
it is worth noting that Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 represent two
extremes for implementing the hybrid method and
which method is best must be determined on a case by
case basis. If no overshoot can be tolerated, T2 should
be heavily weighted. On the other hand, if response
time is critical and some overshoot can be tolerated, T1
should
be
more
heavily
weighted.
Some
experimentation might be required to determine the
optimal weighting for a given set of measurements. The
case where the two temperatures are weighted evenly
(Fig. 5) is shown as a good tradeoff between overshoot
and response time.

5. HHF Experimental Validation
To further validate the hybrid method, it was
applied to a sensor which was tested experimentally.
The sensor tested was the HTHFS [9] which measures a
top and bottom surface temperature as well as the
differential temperature of a thermal resistance layer.
This sensor was tested using two backing conditions;
water cooled and insulated. The testing was performed
in a stagnating jet convection stand which was fully
characterized by Gifford et al. [11]. This stand, shown
in Fig. 8, consists of a fully adjustable T-nozzle which
directs a jet of hot air at both

h=

q"HFM
Tr − TSHFM

(13)

The heat transfer coefficient is shown as a function of
time in Fig. 9. This coefficient is constant on the mean
to within 2% throughout the test. Once the convective
heat transfer coefficient is known, the heat flux to the
test sensor can be calculated using the recovery
temperature and the measured surface temperature of
the HTHFS.

(

)

"
qHTHFS
= h Tr − TSHTHFS − q"Radiation (14)

The radiation term was included to account for any net
radiation leaving the sensor face. Since the HTHFS is
painted using Krylon™ ultra flat-black spray paint, the
emissivity was assumed to be 0.97 [13]. For all tests,
the radiative flux was less than 2% of the convective
flux.

Fig. 9 Convective heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 8 Stagnation flow convection calibration facility
the test sensor and a Vatell Corp. HFM-7® reference
sensor. This sensor measures both heat flux and surface
temperature and has been shown to have a time
response better than 100 kHz [12]. The turbulent heat
transfer coefficient on each side of the T-nozzle is
identical to within approximately 3% at the stagnation
point. The jet recovery temperature (Tr) was measured
by stretching thin type K thermocouples in the flow
1mm above the two sensors. These two recovery
temperatures were identical to within 4%. Using the
HFM’s heat flux and surface temperature output with
the measured jet recovery temperature, the convective
heat transfer coefficient was calculated.
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The calculated heat flux is shown with the output of
the HTHFS in Fig. 10 through Fig. 13. Fig. 10 shows
the response of the sensor operated as a differential
sensor, a slug calorimeter, and using the HHF method
while mounted on a water cooled backing. The
limitations of the slug calorimeter and differential
sensor are obvious. Since the backing is water cooled,
this represents the best case scenario for a differential
sensor. Although the differential method performs well
at steady-state, it has a slow time response. The slug
calorimeter does not give an accurate measurement and
as the sensor reaches steady-state, the slug calorimeter’s
output trends to zero. This is as expected and
demonstrates why slug calorimeters cannot be used on
conductive materials or to measure steady-state heat
fluxes.
The HHF method eliminates these problems and
performs just as predicted numerically. The HHF has
the fast time response of the slug calorimeter, then
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trends to the steady-state heat flux more quickly than
the differential sensor. This is the exact behavior
predicted of the HHF in Fig. 5.

Fig. 10 Sensor on water cooled backing

sensor. That is, the temperature difference driving the
heat flow trends to zero causing the heat flux to trend to
zero. Although the test time is short, the advantages of
the HHF method are still easily recognized. This time,
the differential sensor is unable to accurately measure
the heat flux. This is because q2" is much less than q1"
which implies that the average of q2" and q1" is not an
accurate measure of q1". On the other hand, since q2" is
small, the slug calorimeter works relatively well in this
case. From Eq. (10), the more q2" is minimized (the
better the insulation), the more accurately the slug
calorimeter will measure q1". As stated previously, in
the limit as the backing material becomes a perfect
insulator, the HHF method and the slug calorimeter will
give identical results once quasi-steady state is reached.
Therefore, for any real insulator with non-zero thermal
conductivity, the HHF method will outperform the slug
calorimeter. This is shown in Fig. 12. Even on this very
low conductivity substance, there is still enough heat
leaving the back surface of the sensor that the HHF
method more accurately measures the heat flux
compared to the slug calorimeter.

Fig. 11 shows the same test as Fig. 10 except the
slug calorimeter’s response was calculated using only
T2 and the HHF2 method was applied. As expected, the
overshoot at the beginning of the test is eliminated for
the HHF2 method at the expense of a slower response
time. As predicted in Fig. 6, an accurate measurement
of the steady-state heat flux is still made.

Fig. 12 Sensor on insulated backing

Fig. 11 Sensor on water cooled backing using only
T2 in slug and hybrid method
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the response of the sensor
mounted on a block of low conductivity, fibrous
alumina insulation. Here the curves appear much
different than for the water cooled case. In this test, the
influx of heat quickly trends to zero. This is because the
HTHFS surface temperature quickly warms to the
recovery temperature since very little heat leaves the
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Fig. 13 shows the same test as Fig. 12 except only
T2 is used in the slug and hybrid analysis. Once again,
the HHF2 method accurately measures the heat flux
with a much smaller overshoot. Here it is more difficult
to see any slower time response. This is reasonable
because, as shown in Fig. 6, as the backing material
thermal conductivity is reduced, the time response of
the HHF2 improves. More experimentation is needed to
fully examine the time response characteristics of
sensors utilizing the various forms of the hybrid
method. Finally, it is worth noting that the HHF2
outputs in Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 show less noise than their
HHF counterparts in Fig. 10 and Fig. 12. This is due to
the fact that any fluctuations in surface temperature
(due to turbulence in the jet in this case) have been
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significantly dampened by the time they reach the back
of the sensor. Conversely, the noise would be even
worse if only the surface temperature (T1) were used as
in Fig. 7.

of Systems Integration Inc. and contract monitor Larry
Hudson. Also the support of the Virginia Space Grant
Consortium is gratefully acknowledged.

Nomenclature

Fig. 13 Sensor on insulated backing using only T2 in
slug and hybrid method
It is worth reiterating that a water-cooled backing is
the best case scenario for a differential sensor just as an
insulated backing is the best case scenario for a slug
calorimeter. These represent the two extremes. The
hybrid heat flux method performs as well as both the
slug calorimeter and the differential sensor at the two
extremes and outperforms them anywhere in between.

6. Conclusions
This paper outlines a hybrid method for obtaining
surface heat flux measurements. It is shown that by
combining both spatial and temporal temperature
measurements in a hybrid method, the time response
and accuracy of heat flux sensors can be improved.
More importantly, the hybrid method causes the
response to be much less dependent on the properties of
the material to which the sensor is mounted. All that is
required of the sensor for this method to be applied is
for the histories of the top and bottom surface
temperatures as well as the temperature drop across the
sensor to be measured. In addition, it was shown that by
adjusting how the temperatures used in the HHF
method were weighted, the hybrid method could be
specifically tailored to a particular test. The hybrid
method was validated by performing numerical
simulations which were supported by experimentation.
These results show significant improvements compared
to operating the sensor as solely a spatial or temporal
heat flux sensor.
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C
=
specific heat
Δt =
time between temperature measurements,
inverse of sampling frequency
Fo =
Fourier number, tα/δ2
k
=
thermal conductivity
q" =
heat flux
q0" =
step change heat flux for simulation
heat flux into sensor face
q1" =
q2" =
heat flux out of sensor back
ρ
=
density
t
=
time
tss =
time to reach steady-state
T1 =
temperature at sensor face
T2 =
temperature at sensor back
Tave =
average sensor temperature
α
=
thermal diffusivity of sensor, k/ρC
δ
=
thickness of sensor
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